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Volatility is a metric widely used to estimate financial risk. The VIX is an index derived from S&P 500 
options prices designed to estimate the market’s expected 30-day volatility. Robert Whaley, the creator of 
the VIX, argued that it provided a cost-effective way to hedge risk but we question Whaley’s underlying 
assumption in this paper. We examine the VIX and implied volatility as a proxy for risk. Our studies show 
that the VIX consistently over-estimates actual volatility in normal times but it underestimates volatility in 
times of market crashes and crises making it unsuitable for many risk-management applications. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

The concept of risk has fascinated financial economists for a long time. Volatility, often measured as 
the standard deviation of historical returns, has been used as a proxy for risk at least since Markowitz 
(1952). The forward-looking concept implied volatility, a by-product of the ground-breaking work of 
Black-Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973), has been the preferred metric for risk-modeling more recently 
and is considered a more efficient predictor of risk. In 1993, the Chicago Board Options Exchange 
introduced a Volatility Index, also known as the VIX1 (CBOE 2009). Since the recent crisis of 2008/09, 
financial news media routinely report the VIX along with stock market indices.  

The crisis also exposed limitations of accepted risk metrics, including the VIX, during periods when 
prices fluctuate much more than anticipated by standard risk models. Recent research shows that extreme 
price changes, referred to as “Black Swan” events (Taleb 2007), are a regular feature of markets2. Indeed, 
the financial crisis sparked a race among researchers to explain why periods of extreme price changes, or 
‘outliers’, occur far more often than generally accepted models would suggest3. 

The objective of this paper is an empirical examination of implied and historical volatility. 
Specifically, we analyze the ability of the VIX to estimate future risk. We will show that the VIX 
systematically overestimates actual volatility in non-crisis periods, and it underestimates volatility in 
times of financial crises which suggests that the VIX is unsuitable for many risk management 
applications. We will conclude that the expectation of future uncertainty, implied by the VIX, is 
overstated. Our studies suggest that option traders have known all along that implied volatility derived 
from option prices is over-priced, which is why they are typically net-sellers of options. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section two reviews the existing literature and provides 
theoretical perspectives on volatility and the VIX. Section three discusses the statistical properties of the 
VIX.  Section four is an empirical examination of the VIX as a predictor of actual volatility. In section 
five, we summarize our findings, draw conclusions from our results and close with recommendations for 
further research. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Modern Finance Theory has used a number of metrics to measure risk. Harry Markowitz (1952) and 
James Tobin (1958) associated risk with the variance of portfolio returns over time. Markowitz (1952) 
showed how a risk-averse investor could use estimates of expected return and standard deviation to 
choose an optimal portfolio. Based upon Markowitz’s work, Treynor (1961;1962), Sharpe (1964), Lintner 
(1965a,b) and Mossin (1966), developed the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) which defines a 
capital market in equilibrium. Treynor’s work inspired Fischer Black to develop an early version of the 
Black-Scholes formula based on the CAPM model4. With the help of Myron Scholes and Robert Merton, 
Fischer Black transformed this early version into one of the most widely used models in finance Black-
Scholes-Merton (BSM) model. Option pricing models had been used by option traders (Haug and Taleb, 
2009; Mixon, 2008) at least a century prior to the seminal papers of Black/Scholes (1973) and Merton 
(1973). But it may have been the elegance and simplicity of the closed-form solution of the BSM formula 
that led to the rapid adoption of their model by practitioners as well as academics.  

Even though Benoit Mandelbrot showed that the presence of leptokurtosis5 in empirical return 
distributions was indisputable (Mandelbrot 1963), many finance models still held on to the assumption 
that financial asset returns were normally distributed. With the assumptions of general equilibrium theory 
and rational agents who know the probability distributions of future outcomes, mainstream economics 
and finance maintained that risk could be securitized and thereby priced and hedged6. But modern finance 
theory has had its share of critics too. Eugene Fama, the father of the Efficient Market Hypothesis (Fama 
1970), warned that “empirical examinations of asset prices reveal that the problems are serious enough to 
invalidate most applications of the CAPM” (Fama and French 2004). More recent studies (Rachev et al 
2005) suggest that there is little evidence in support of a normal distribution for most financial assets. 
Their empirical examinations conclude that financial return series are heavy-tailed and possibly skewed. 
Still, Gaussian normality, albeit in log-return space, survived as an essential part of modern finance a few 
more decades, but the financial crisis of 2008/09 caused many academics as well as practitioners to re-
evaluate the main assumptions of their models.   

Long before the development of modern portfolio theory, Frank Knight differentiated between risk 
and uncertainty (Knight 1921). He dismissed risk metrics such as standard deviation and suggested that 
the things we can measure were not helpful in understanding uncertainty, the true measure of risk. 
Although Frank Knight’s work was mainly conceptual, his theories influenced many economists 
including the Nobel Laureates Friedman, Stigler and Buchanan. (Nobelprize.org 2014). Quantifiable 
metrics, however, were indispensable if the world of finance was to maintain an appearance of safety 
based on sound science. The soundness of that science, in view of the most recent financial crisis, has 
been the subject of much debate. We will contribute to the debate by examining whether one of these risk 
metrics, implied volatility, serves as a reliable proxy for risk.   

Not long after the stock market crash of October 1987, Menachem Brenner and Dan Galai proposed 
the concept of a volatility index that could help formulate risk-management strategies (Brenner and Galai 
1989). In 1992, the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) retained Robert Whaley to develop a 
volatility index derived from traded option prices on the S&P 100 Index (OEX). Whaley suggested that 
the VIX provided a “reliable estimate of expected short-term market volatility” (Whaley 1993) and 
remarked that the main attraction was its forward-looking nature, “measuring volatility that investors 
expect to see” (Whaley 2009).  

Volatility has a number of properties that sets it apart from other financial instruments. Numerous 
studies confirmed a negative correlation between the VIX and equity returns (Brenner and Galai 1989; 
Anderson T. G. et al 2001; Granger and Poon 2003, Whaley 2009). Other researchers documented mean 
reversion (Hafner 2003; Bali et al 2006; Wong and Lo 2008; Fouque et al 2008), asymmetric volatility 
(Whaley 2009; Aboura and Wagner 2015), and volatility clustering (Cont 2005). The notion of volatility 
as an asset class was recognized as well (Grant et al 2007; Fieldhouse 2012).  

The 1996 Basle Accord required banks to calculate Value at Risk (VaR)7, which made volatility 
forecasting a “compulsory risk-management exercise for banks” (Granger and Poon 2003). Robert Engle 
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(Engle 1982) relaxed the assumption that expected volatility was constant and treated volatility as a 
process instead (Chen et al 2005). His seminal work8 on Auto Regressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity 
(ARCH) was the first in a series of dynamic volatility forecasting models. The Generalized Auto 
Regressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity model (GARCH)9, a direct successor of ARCH, was 
developed by Tim Bollerslev (Bollerslev 1986), a student of Robert Engle (Engle 2004). GARCH (1,1) is 
considered the most popular model for many financial time series (Granger and Poon 2003) but there are 
many versions today. Tim Bollerslev compiled an extensive glossary of over 150 GARCH-type models 
(Bollerslev 2007) but the severity of the recent financial crisis suggests that none of these models 
produced a reliable predictor of risk. 

Granger and Poon provide a concise review of volatility forecasting models in a survey that 
aggregates 93 published papers examining the performance of different volatility models (Granger and 
Poon 2003). Although they were getting mixed results among various competing models, they ranked 
implied volatility from options using the Black-Scholes model ahead of Historical volatility and ahead of 
GARCH (Granger and Poon 2003). Still earlier studies by Blair, Poon and Taylor (2000) ranked the VIX 
highest in terms of providing the most accurate out-of-sample forecasts. Martins and Zein (2002) 
demonstrate that volatility forecasts have higher explanatory power at shorter time horizons while 
Christoffersen and Diebold (2000) suggest that the accuracy of equity and foreign exchange volatility 
forecasts decreases rapidly from 1 to 10 days forecast horizon. While they agree that short-horizon 
volatility is highly forecastable, their results indicate that volatility forecasts may not be of much value if 
the horizon of interest is more than ten or twenty days (Christoffersen and Diebold 2000). 

Whaley (1993) argued that the VIX is a cost-effective way to hedge risk because it provides a reliable 
estimate of expected short-term volatility. However, conflicting results from numerous studies give us 
motivation to question the robustness of the underlying theoretical framework. Our work in the following 
chapter will lead us to question Whaley’s underlying assumption.10 
 
STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE VIX 
 

In 1993, the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) introduced a contract for the volatility Index 
(VIX) based on the S&P 100 Index (OEX) with the intent to measure the market’s expected 30-day 
implied volatility (CBOE 2009). OEX options represented about 75% of the volume of Index options 
traded at the time, which might explain why the narrower OEX was chosen over the broader S&P 500 
(Whaley 1993). Using a different methodology derived from options on the more widely-watched S&P 
500 Index (SPX), a new VIX contract was introduced in 2003 (CBOE 2009). The new VIX was now 
based on fair value of future variance instead of the old derivation from the Black-Scholes equation. The 
old VIX was subsequently renamed to VXO.  VIX and VXO remained highly correlated at over 98% 
despite their different derivations. The derivation and generalized formula of the VIX calculation11 is 
provided by CBOE (CBOE 2009). In 2014, the CBOE made a further change in the VIX to include 
weekly options on the S&P 500, reflecting the increased trading volume of weekly options expirations. 

To get a first sense of how the VIX has evolved over time, we reference Figure 1 showing daily 
closing prices of the S&P 500 (SPX) as well as the VIX and VXO between January 3, 1986 and 
December 31, 2014. Visual inspection shows two extreme values for the VIX coinciding with the market 
crash in October 1987 and the sub-prime mortgage crisis in 2008. The VIX exhibits intermittent periods 
of small and large variations at irregular intervals. Sudden upward spikes are followed by relatively 
slower reversion to the mean. Peak values of the VIX appear to roughly coincide with relative market 
bottoms suggesting a negative correlation with the S&P 500. We now proceed to verify this initial insight 
through rigorous empirical analysis.  
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FIGURE 1 
DAILY CLOSING PRICES OF S&P 500 VERSUS VIX AND VXO 

 

 
 
 

Our studies focus on the period of January 1990 until December 2014 and we have gathered daily 
closing prices for our variables of interest. Figure 2 shows a histogram of daily VIX levels which 
resemble a Levy or power-law distribution rather than a normal distribution. Similarly, the distributions 
of VIX log returns (Figure 3) do not appear to be normal. We observe heavier tails than those expected 
from Gaussian normality. Power laws are frequently found in financial time series including currency, 
commodity, and stock market returns (Gabaix 2009) but they are also apparent in time series of VIX 
levels and VIX returns as our data suggest. 
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FIGURE 2 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF VIX LEVELS VS. NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 

 

 
 

FIGURE 3 
HISTOGRAM OF 1-DAY LOG RETURNS OF THE VIX VS. NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 

 

 
 
 

Table 1 shows the summary statistics of the first four moments along with the percentile ranges of 
VIX distributions between 1990 and 2014. The long-term average is 0.1995 with an interquartile range12 
of 0.0926 indicating the VIX closed between 0.1417 and 0.2343 about 50% of the time. During periods of 
crisis however, the average VIX often remains outside its long-term interquartile range. The widest 
interquartile range occurred in 2008 when the VIX closed between 0.2158 and 0.4 fifty percent of the 
time with an annual mean of 0.3269. The second largest interquartile range occurred in 2009 when the 
VIX closed between 0.2428 and 0.3943 50% of the time (a range of 0.1515). 
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Higher moments of the VIX distribution show similar variations. Skewness fluctuates between 0.1783 
and 2.3033. It is positive and significant for all of the years except 1992, 1996 and 2000, suggesting that 
the underlying distribution is asymmetrical.  
 

TABLE 1 
VIX MOMENTS & PERCENTILE RANGES FOR DAILY CLOSING LEVELS 

 

 

 
Kurtosis varies between 2.1695 and 9.6425 among the years. 16 out of the 25 years of observations 

showed fat tails, i.e., kurtosis greater than three. The three years with highest kurtosis levels are 1991 
(9.64), 2014 (6.88) and 2006 (6.09). Due to some statistical properties of volatility, kurtosis for the entire 
data set is greater than the values in each given year. For longer time periods, the VIX approaches a mean 
of about 20%. In each given year, however, the annual mean value could be significantly different from 
its long-term average. Since kurtosis measures how much of the variance arises from extreme values 
compared to its mean, longer time periods are likely to have more extreme values while the VIX over 
longer time periods is mean reverting. Several studies (e.g. Hafner 2003; Bali et al 2006; Wong and Lo 
2008; Fouque et al 2008) have identified a mean-reversion property of the VIX. We find support for this 
notion within our data set, since most of the sudden upticks in volatility are rather short-lived.  

Long before the inception of the VIX, researchers have identified volatility clustering, the notion that 
“large changes tend to be followed by large changes - of either sign - and small changes tend to be 
followed by small changes” Mandelbrot (1963). In addition to clustering, we are interested in the duration 
of elevated VIX levels as this directly affects risk-management strategies. In our data set, there was only a 
5% chance that the VIX would be above 0.3411. The clustering property of volatility then suggests that 
an unusually high VIX level is likely to be followed by another unusually high day. Since regulatory risk-
management procedures for banks require a volatility forecast using a 10-day value-at-risk at the 99 
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percent confidence level (BIS 2009), we wanted to examine how often elevated VIX levels appear longer 
than 10 consecutive days. There were 7 periods of ten or more consecutive trading days with VIX levels 
above 0.3411.  In particular, during the period of September 26, 2008 until April 16, 2009, the VIX was 
above this elevated level, a period of 139 days. Clearly, the notion of a mean-reverting fear index was put 
to the test during this crisis period when the VIX remained at elevated levels much longer than typical 
market conditions would suggest. Table 2 shows the time periods of these high VIX levels. 

 
TABLE 2 

PERIODS OF CONSECUTIVE TRADING DAYS OF THE VIX ABOVE 0.3411 
 

 

 
Some of the statistical properties of the VIX, in particular mean reversion and clustering, are unlike 

many other financial instruments. Given the non-Gaussian distribution of volatility, it would suggest that 
statistical inferences drawn from traditional mean and standard deviation estimates are probably not 
useful for risk management. We submit that traditional linear regressions are not helpful in determining 
the efficiency of the VIX as an estimator of future risk either. Instead, our examinations will focus on a 
pure empirical examination of the VIX using basic comparative studies to determine how reliable its 
estimates of expected short-term volatility are.  

 
THE VIX AS A PREDICTOR OF ACTUAL VOLATILITY 
 

For our studies, we define the main variables as follows: spx, vix, and r_vol representing the daily 
closing prices of the S&P 500 Index, the VIX, and realized (historical) volatility, respectively. d1_vix, 
d5_vix, d1_vix, d21_vix, d60_vix are the 1-, 5-, 10-, 21-, and 60-day forward looking VIX changes or 
VIX differences calculated as vixt+1 - vixt. Log returns are calculated as ln(VIXt+1 / VIXt) for 1-day 
returns and ln(VIXt+21 / VIXt) for 21-day returns. lnr1_vix, lnr5_vix, lnr10_vix, lnr21_vix, lnr60_vix are 
the 1-, 5-, 10-, 21-, and 60-day forward looking log returns of the VIX. Log returns and differences for 
other variables are calculated with the same methodology. Lagged values of our variables are defined as 
L.#_of_days_(variable) so that a 21-day lagged value of the VIX is denoted as L.21(vix). 

Although we don’t run traditional regressions, for completeness, we tested for the presence of auto-
correlation, non-stationarity and heteroskedasticity. Our tests confirm numerous earlier studies that 
suggest daily prices of stocks and stock indices such as the S&P 500 are auto-correlated and exhibit a 
strong non-stationary stochastic trend. However, the VIX, realized volatility, changes of the VIX and 
changes in realized volatility are not auto-correlated and do not display a stochastic trend (Figure 4). 
Heteroskedasticity was present for all our variables of interest. We also note that the VIX has a 
correlation of 89% with realized volatility (See Table 3). 
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TABLE 3 
CORRELATION OF CONCURRENT LEVELS OF VIX AND R_VOL 

 

 
 

FIGURE 4 
AUTO-CORRELATION OF VIX DIFFERENCES UP TO 40 LAGS 

 

 
 

 
Next, we examine to what extent implied volatility exceeds realized volatility and identify periods 

when implied volatility is greater than realized volatility and when it is smaller. For this study, we begin 
with the same data set using daily observations from January 1990 until December 2014. Calculating the 
daily log returns of the S&P 500 as well as its 21-day standard deviation of returns we derive an 
annualized value of realized volatility (r_vol) that could be compared with the VIX. Finally, a lag of 21 
trading-days is imposed on the VIX. This way, we can directly compare to what extent the implied 
volatility estimate via the VIX matched actual volatility 30 calendar days ahead. 

Referencing Tables 1, 4 and 5 we compare the data between the lagged VIX and realized volatility. 
For the entire time period, the lagged VIX exceeds realized volatility by about 430 basis points on 
average. The VIX also exceeds realized volatility in every given year except for 2008. During the crisis 
year of 2008, the VIX understates realized volatility by about 180 basis points on average. Variability and 
interquartile ranges are fairly similar with only small differences throughout the years. During bear 
market periods13, the standard deviation of the VIX understates that of r_vol by almost 350 basis points 
and the correlation between VIX and r_vol reads just over 70% (Table 6). This is in line with earlier 

       r_vol     0.8900   1.0000
         vix     1.0000
                                
                    vix    r_vol

       r_vol        .156297     .0938717        .0482        .8536
         vix       .1994918     .0800668        .0931        .8086
                                                                  
    Variable           Mean    Std. Dev.          Min          Max

(obs=6301)
. correlate vix r_vol, means
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results which suggest that the forward looking quality of the VIX is reduced during periods of market 
declines.  

More importantly, it would be of great interest to see how the differences between the VIX and 
realized volatility behave. Hence, we test the forecasting efficiency of the VIX with one simplifying 
assumption: If the VIX was an efficient estimator of realized volatility, we would expect that a histogram 
of the differences between the 21-day lagged VIX and realized volatility would approximate a normal 
distribution with a mean of zero. 

 
TABLE 4 

MOMENTS & PERCENTILE RANGES FOR DAILY LEVELS OF REALIZED VOLATILITY 
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TABLE 5 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VIX & REALIZED VOLATILITY 

 

 
 

TABLE 6 
CORRELATION OF 21-DAY LAGGED VIX AND R_VOL (BEAR-MARKET PERIODS) 

 

 
 

 
Table 7 shows the summary statistics of the differences between the lagged VIX and realized 

volatility. Here, we observe a mean of 0.043 with a standard deviation of 0.06. Further, the distribution is 
negatively skewed with heavy tails as the kurtosis value of over 19 reveals. Visual observation of the 
histogram showing the differences between the lagged VIX and r_vol may be even more illuminating 
(Figure 5). The distribution is asymmetric with an obvious skew to the left. At the same time, we can see 
that the majority of the observations are well above zero confirming several earlier results that suggest 
that the VIX typically overstates realized volatility. We also notice that the right tails, albeit fatter than 
suggested by a normal distribution, are not nearly as frequent as those observed on the left tail. It is quite 
apparent that there are a lot more occurrences on the left tail compared to the right tail. Clearly, this 

       r_vol     0.7072   1.0000
        L21.     1.0000
         vix  
                                
                    vix    r_vol
                    L21.         

       r_vol       .2545801     .1425266        .0911        .8536
     _delete       .2724219     .1036373        .1563        .8086
                                                                  
    Variable           Mean    Std. Dev.          Min          Max

(obs=988)
. correlate L.21(vix) r_vol, means
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distribution is far from being normal. We run the same analysis for bull-market periods. It reveals 
narrower data ranges, more symmetry and a slightly higher over-estimation of r_vol of about 485 basis 
points (Table 8). 

 
TABLE 7 

SUMMARY STATISTICS OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VIX AND R_VOL (1990-2014) 
 

 
 

FIGURE 5 
HISTOGRAM OF 21-DAY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VIX AND R_VOL 

 

 
 

TABLE 8 
SUMMARY STATISTICS: DIFFERENCES OF VIX AND R_VOL (BULL-MARKETS 1990 - 2014) 

 

 

99%        .1674          .3064       Kurtosis       19.25783
95%       .11795          .2928       Skewness      -2.423001
90%        .0998          .2861       Variance       .0035832
75%       .07325          .2715
                        Largest       Std. Dev.      .0598602
50%        .0473                      Mean            .043292

25%        .0218         -.4657       Sum of Wgt.        6280
10%      -.01075         -.4744       Obs                6280
 5%       -.0375         -.4876
 1%       -.1678         -.4958
      Percentiles      Smallest
                                                             
                        d_21vix_rvol

. sum d_21vix_rvol, detail
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99%        .1521          .2861       Kurtosis       10.22493
95%        .1164          .2524       Skewness      -1.126385
90%        .0988          .2505       Variance       .0021791
75%        .0742          .2317
                        Largest       Std. Dev.      .0466806
50%        .0493                      Mean           .0484649

25%        .0266         -.2734       Sum of Wgt.        5229
10%         .001         -.2736       Obs                5229
 5%       -.0186         -.2747
 1%       -.1176         -.2786
      Percentiles      Smallest
                                                             
                        d_21vix_rvol

. sum d_21vix_rvol if bear==0, detail
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During bear-market periods, the mean is closer to zero (0.018) but the data indicate a much larger 
standard deviation of about 10% (Table 9). In other words, the estimation errors appear greater during 
bear-market periods. The distribution is still negatively skewed but there are essentially no outliers in the 
right tail. The majority of data points are narrowly dispersed around the mean. Once more, the left tail is 
longer and heavier than those expected from a normal distribution. The large amounts of absolute 
differences between VIX and r_vol. displayed in the left tail (Figure 6), however, are of much greater 
concern. Since volatility forecasting is a compulsory risk-management exercise for banks as part of the 
Basel Accords, (Granger and Poon 2003; BIS 2009), an accurate volatility forecast is critical for the 
survival of those institutions with large position risks. If the VIX is used as an input to estimate future 
market risk, this would again suggest a problem for many risk management applications. At the same 
time, we might ask if the VIX played a part, however small, in causing some of the fallout of the recent 
crisis.  

 
TABLE 9 

SUMMARY STATISTICS: DIFFERENCES OF VIX AND R_VOL (BEAR MARKETS 1990 - 2014) 
 

 
 

FIGURE 6 
21-DAY DIFFERENCES: VIX AND R_VOL (BEAR MARKET PHASES 1990-2014) 

 

 
 

 

99%        .2333          .3064       Kurtosis       10.54842
95%        .1339          .2928       Skewness       -2.00001
90%        .1061          .2715       Variance       .0097818
75%        .0677          .2657
                        Largest       Std. Dev.       .098903
50%        .0316                      Mean           .0175551

25%       -.0152         -.4657       Sum of Wgt.        1051
10%       -.0657         -.4744       Obs                1051
 5%       -.1435         -.4876
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      Percentiles      Smallest
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To investigate further, we propose a departure from traditional regressions and analyze range-bound 
percentage differences between implied and realized volatility instead. Table 10 shows the percentage 
range of the differences of over- or under-prediction along with a frequency of how often the estimates 
occurred within that in that range. These range-bound percentage differences reveal that over 98% of the 
time, implied volatility over- or understates realized volatility by +/-1%. Over 86% of the time the VIX 
has an error margin of +/-10%. 

 
TABLE 10 

PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCES AND NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES OF VIX 
OVER/UNDERESTIMATING R_VOL 

 

 
 
 

We also wanted to find out if there were specific time periods when these error margins were greatest. 
To do so, we examine the top 40 and bottom 40 days of these instances. 23 of the top 40 days of over-
estimating realized volatility (Table 11) occurred after the great recession. More remarkably, 14 of the top 
40 days occurred during December 2010. When the Fed started its QE2 program in November 2010, 
options markets may have priced in concerns about a double-dip recession. While an additional risk-
premium for uncertainty is understandable in the aftermath of the credit crisis, it remains puzzling to see 
the vast percentage differences between implied and actual volatility, again calling into question the 
effectiveness of the VIX as a forward looking indicator of risk. 

Conversely, we investigate the bottom 40 observations of 21-day VIX differences with actual 
volatility Table 12. 26 of the bottom 40 days occur in the midst of the financial crisis in 2008 while 12 of 
these instances occurred between September 15th and October 1st, 2008. On September 15, 2008, Lehman 
Brothers filed for bankruptcy protection, which is considered to be the tipping point by many market 
participants. Despite this massive signal from the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy, the VIX was not able to 
appropriately capture market risk. Instead, it showed some of its worst periods of underestimating future 
risk during that same period. It is not just the amount of missing the target but the timing that makes 
forecast errors all the more devastating. While an overestimation of risk by the VIX may imply that 
investors are risk averse and would rather err on the side of caution, the level of risk aversion appears to 
be highest after the worst days of the credit crisis are over. A higher level of risk aversion may be costly 
but it may not nearly be as devastating as the level of under-estimation of market risk implied by the VIX 
during the recent crisis. Figure 7 gives a graphical depiction of the difference between the VIX and 
realized volatility during the height of the financial crisis of 2008/09. Between October and December 
2008, the VIX estimates show the largest discrepancies with realized volatility.  
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TABLE 11 
TOP 40 - % DIFFERENCES: VIX & R_VOL 

TABLE 12 
BOTTOM 40 - % DIFFERENCES: VIX & R_VOL 
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FIGURE 7 
LAGGED VIX AND REALIZED VOLATILITY DURING FINANCIAL CRISIS 2008/09 

 
 
 

As a final study, we assess whether the VIX forecast of future risk might have better results at shorter 
time periods. We replicate histograms of the differences between the VIX and realized volatility and 
examine the 10-day and 1-day time periods to see if they would approximate a normal distribution 
Figures 8&9. Both histograms indicate heavy left-hand tails as well as a negative skew in the distribution. 
The majority of observations are positive suggesting a general over-estimation of actual volatility at both 
time periods. Here too, our concerns focus on the left-hand side where too many data points fall far 
outside the normal curve. 

FIGURE 8 
HISTOGRAM OF 10-DAY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VIX AND R_VOL 
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FIGURE 9 
HISTOGRAM OF 1-DAY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VIX AND R_VOL 

 

 
 
 

We also reference a more compelling visualization of the differences between VIX and r_vol. Figure 
10 shows the 21-day differences. The vast majority of observations are positive but there are instances, 
particularly during the crisis periods, when these differences are negative, the most crucial one of which 
falls into the midst of the financial crisis. 

 
FIGURE 10 

21-DAY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VIX AND R_VOL FROM 1990-2014 
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Lastly, we survey the data to see if there is an optimal time period when inter-temporal differences 
between VIX and r_vol are minimal. We conduct a study of 1-day up to 60-day differences and compute 
the basic summary statistics (Table 13). 
 

TABLE 13 
SUMMARY STATISTICS: 1-DAY TO 60-DAY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VIX AND R_VOL 

 

 
 
 
Our findings are summarized in graphical format (Figure 11).  Interestingly, the average differences 

across all time periods are incredibly steady at about 0.043. It clearly shows that the VIX consistently 
overstates actual volatility, no matter which forecasting period is chosen. It also reconfirms our intuition 
and gives a clear rationale to option traders who are, on balance, net-sellers of options thereby taking 
advantage of this overstatement of future risk. Similarly, the Skew is always negative. For periods of over 
10 days, the skew remains consistently below -2 with only minor deviations between -2.3 and -2.5 
throughout all periods greater than 13 days. The remaining moments are much less consistent. Standard 
deviation starts at just over 4% and declines slightly until 4-day periods. From 5-day differences onwards, 
we notice a gradual increase of standard deviation which finally peaks at 60-day differences. Kurtosis 
starts at just over 7 and stays between 7 and 8 until 5-day differences. From then on, it increases to around 
17 and stays at very high levels up to 40-day differences. After that, it gradually decreases but remains 
above 14 for all periods up to 60-day differences. 
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FIGURE 11 
MOMENTS OF 1-DAY to 60-DAY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VIX AND R_VOL 

 

 
 

 
In our view, there are two major takeaways from this final study. The average over-estimation of 

actual volatility across all time periods is almost suspiciously consistent and we cannot find an optimal 
time period when the mean differences are substantially smaller than during other periods. Again, it 
provides an incentive for option traders to short implied volatility, which is typically their go-to strategy. 
However, the results also suggest that for periods of greater than 5-day differences, the potential for 
outliers increases rapidly, making it all-the-more difficult to manage risk when selling implied volatility – 
a big caveat for option traders. Standard deviations increase, suggesting larger forecast errors. Kurtosis 
doubles from 5-day to 15-day differences and the negative skew suggests that forecast errors are 
concentrated in the negative territory, in other words, an under-estimation of risk. Our results confirm 
previous studies by Martins and Zein (2002) and Christoffersen and Diebold (2000), who demonstrate 
that volatility forecasts have greater explanatory powers at shorter time horizons but may not be of much 
value for time horizons of more than ten days. To round up our analysis, we reference a 3-dimensional 
histogram that shows the distributions of inter-temporal differences between the VIX and actual volatility 
from 1-day to 30-day periods (Figure 12). This visualization confirms our previous studies that suggest, 
despite a relatively high correlation with actual volatility, the VIX may not be a useful predictor of risk. 
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FIGURE 12 
3D HISTOGRAM OF 1-DAY - 30-DAY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN VIX AND R_VOL 

 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

The forward-looking aspect of the VIX has been praised as a critical feature of investor expectations 
for a risk metric (Whaley 2009). Yet, our findings suggest that the VIX consistently overstates actual 
volatility by about 430 basis points across all time periods from 1-day to 60-day differences. Investor 
expectations for risk, as derived from options prices, may be inflated. 

Interestingly, during the most critical time periods such as market crashes or crises, the VIX does not 
hold up to its promise. In the midst of the financial crisis of 2008, the VIX understates realized volatility 
by about 180 basis points on average. Timing plays an important role too. 26 of the 40 worst days of 
underestimating actual volatility occur between September and December 2008. Moreover, for the two-
week period right after the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy, the VIX had some of its worst moments in terms 
of under-estimating actual market risk. Poor timing increases forecast errors. 

Our studies suggest that the VIX is not effective as a forward-looking risk metric, particularly during 
periods when it matters most i.e. market crashes and crises. The ‘investor fear gauge’ (Whaley 2000) may 
need some revisions. One might argue to what extent and frequency incorrect volatility estimates are 
tolerable for investors, but we must question the benefits of the VIX as an ideal risk management tool. 
Despite its negative correlation with the S&P 500, it fails to correctly anticipate market crashes and crises. 
We must also question why the VIX remains at elevated levels far too long after a market crash took 
place. In fairness, other studies suggest that implied volatility and the VIX are still better estimators of 
future volatility than more complex models (Granger and Poon, 2003 and Blair, Poon and Taylor, 2000) 
and perhaps we expect too much from a single variable in terms of quantifying the very complex nature of 
risk. However, a reliable risk metric for investors must meet a higher level of accuracy than currently 
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provided by the VIX. At this moment, the VIX spreads fear too often and when fear is actually warranted, 
its warning signals are not loud and clear enough. 

This paper left several potential follow up questions unanswered. The VIX showed an unusual 
consistency of over-estimating actual volatility by about 430 basis points across all time periods from 1-
day to 60-day differences. We propose to investigate this unusual consistency in the hope of finding a 
better approach to model market risk. In addition, we put ourselves in the shoes of an investor who is 
typically concerned about down-side risk. But rather than forecasting volatility, a more appropriate 
question might be how implied volatility and the VIX affect stock market returns. More to the point, we 
would like to explore if there are specific VIX levels or volatility trends that can help us improve our risk-
management or trading strategies. This will be examined in an extension to this paper.  
 
ENDNOTES 
 

1. The CBOE Volatility Index®, VIX®, was introduced in 1993 and is a registered trademark of the Chicago 
Board Options Exchange® (CBOE®) 

2. For a comprehensive review of financial crises spanning eight centuries, see Reinhart and Rogoff (2009). 
The authors demonstrate that the recent U.S. subprime crisis is hardly unique. 

3. See Sornette (2003) and Montier (2002) for discussions on outliers. 
4. In the 1987 paper “How we came up with the option formula,” Fischer Black describes how he developed a 

differential equation for valuing a warrant based on Treynor’s work. His notes containing the differential 
equation were dated June 1969. 

5. Kurtosis measures the mass of a distribution’s tails. The kurtosis of a normal distribution is 3.  Values 
above 3 are considered leptokurtic or simply heavy-tailed (Stock & Watson 2011) 

6. Andrew G. Haldane, The dog and the Frisbee, Speech given at Fed Kansas City, 31 August 2012 
7. Hull explains that a VaR calculation is aimed at making a statement in the following form: “We are X 

percent certain that we will not lose more than V dollars in the next n days” whereby V is the VaR, X% is 
the confidence level, and n days is the time horizon (Hull 2012, p. 517) 

8. (cited by 16,470 as of 9/14)  http://community.stern.nyu.edu/rengle/research/ 
9. ARCH specified conditional variance as a linear function of past sample variances only, but the GARCH 

process allowed lagged conditional variances to enter into the process as well.  GARCH estimates variance 
by two distributed lags, one on past squared residuals and a second one on lagged values of the variance 
itself.  The simplest GARCH process is GARCH (1,1) given by:     
 ℎ𝑡 =  𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝜀𝑡−12  + 𝛽𝑡ℎ𝑡−1  where, 𝛼0 > 0,𝛼1 ≥ 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛽𝑡 > 0  (Bollerslev 1986) 

10. The objective of this chapter was to give a coherent overview of the major lines of work in this field. The 
literature on volatility, risk, and return in different financial markets is so vast, however, that we have 
unavoidably omitted many important studies. 

11. VIX values are usually stated as  x 100. However, for our studie s, we converted official VIX and VXO 
data were to decimals to better facilitate statistical analysis. For instance, a VIX level of 20 is converted to 
0.2 

12. The interquartile range is defined as the difference between the upper quartile and the lower quartile. It is 
often used as a measure of dispersion for skewed distributions since it is insensitive to outliers. 

13. Bear market dates are identified as: 7/16/90 – 10/11/90; 4/3/00 – 10/9/02; 10/9/07 – 3/9/09                                    
Bull market dates are identified as: 1/1/90 - 7/15/90; 10/12/90 - 4/2/00; 10/10/02 - 10/08/07; 03/10/09 - 
12/31/14 
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